
 
Anna Marie Morris registered to vote. 

Vote for James Morris for Bay County Commissioner! 

 

Register to Vote 

Join millions of Americans who are registered to vote by signing 

up in your state. 

John Miller 

I'm registered and I will be voting for James 

Report · 3 hours ago 

Jim Bikeman 

so when is the last time anybody got a number controlled paper proving who you voted for??? 

look at all the numbers on a receipt proving you paid for a store product..am I the only person 

that sees this..am I the smartest person in the world?..so how do you now know the votes were 

decided long ago???..why can't you see this?  ..oh yeah that’s right who wants to listen to 

someone that has dirt cheap solutions to societies problems..Hell I just mite wreck their gravy 

trains...google pdf oath of arrest and prosecution its only 1 page its not a thick book you gota 

waste many hours reading...i invite anybody to prove me wrong..Your vote goes to 

cons...looking to get a ridiculously high $alary..benefit$..perdieim$..hotel$..free eat$..expen$e 

acount$..free phone$..$weet heart contract deal$..an the last thing they will do is quickly $olve 

problem$..then on top of that this just might wreck their gravy train..ask yourself why at traffic 

lights you hear American terrorist boom cars in your home..in your business..as defined by 

Florida statutes 876..806.10 endanger emergency vehicles..sheriff duty to arrest Florida statute 

30.15..oh yeah I forgot cops and boom cars are partners in crime..cops too busy terrorizing 

homeless..yet allow boom car terrorist freely terrorize quiet Americans..on top of that they take a 

oath to protect people Florida statute 876 then in their inactions they lie perjury after the fact 

Florida statute 837..i have contacted many con lying public servants..claiming they cant/ wont do 

anything where immediately over night no boom cars signs at all major traffic light would 

eliminate them..giving $100.dolar off traffic fine..of court fine..to turn in boom car American 

terrorist..my experience those in public office..make fantastic salaries..benefits..then their is 

retirement benefit$..an if you go to their office to question them on their excuses they call the 

cops on you..notice how they are very good at shuffling papers making excuses..an nothing ever 

gets done..so why don’t the cops jail these sorry excuse makers..no bail..where they gotta spend 

many months in jail waiting for a trial..having to endure non stop noise night and day..having to 

eat food barely fit for animals..so if you really want to see my proof just Google pdf oath of 

arrest and prosecution..an you will see i back up my claims.......oh yeah if all you are gonna do is 

https://m.facebook.com/annamarie.morris.60?fref=nf&refid=52&__tn__=C
https://m.facebook.com/john.miller.399041?refid=52
https://m.facebook.com/nfx/basic/question/?context_str=%7B%22breadcrumbs%22%3A%5B%5D%2C%22story_location%22%3A%22permalink%22%2C%22is_from_feed_tombstone%22%3Afalse%2C%22actions_taken%22%3A%22%22%2C%22is_rapid_reporting%22%3Afalse%2C%22reportable_ent_token%22%3A%22RW50Q29tbWVudDoxMDU4Mjg4NjU0Mjg3NDI0XzEwNTg1NDQzMjc1OTUxOTA%3D%22%2C%22is_impostor%22%3A%22%22%7D&redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fm.facebook.com%2Fstory.php%3Fstory_fbid%3D1058288654287424%26id%3D100003188971670&refid=52
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idiot just like..and not download the only 1 page pdf oath of arrest and prosecution..do not send 

me any notifications or messages..because you will only be proving to me you are a mindless 

sheep following idiot..who deserves the welfare kings an queens cons you get..sadly face book 

the greatest people networking website is filled with mindless brainless idiots..how bout proving 

me wrong..try to find a greater 1 page paper than what i created..hell i even got this on my home 

front door..an have told many cops public servants to immediately adopt this paper..if you give 

me your email i will send you a more complete 1 page copy..i also have other papers only 1 

page..oh yeah i have ordered many cops to take my paper off my door..and for some reason they 

with a badge and a gun are scared to take it off my door..because then they have then taken a 

paper designed to make their public servant oath put them in prison..i have had many people 

offer to pay me for this paper and i tel them if you like it you make copies an pass them out 

yourself..and you can forward this by email...you who reads this and does not immediately 

Google this you will know you refused to make all public servants accountable by immediate no 

bail prison..this paper has law citation to back up all claims..so I ain't wasting your time.. 
 


